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Fig. 8, a reference design achieves 6.3% EVM for an output power of
�3 dBm for sub-gigahertz ISM-band. Table I summarizes the UHF RF
transceiver’s characteristics. The specifications of two RF transceivers
[9] and [10] for UHF applications are also shown for comparison in
this table. The RX current is not the lowest, however, the power dissi-
pation in RX mode is the smallest because of the 1.8-V supply voltage.
Although the TX output power and RX IIP3 are a little worse due to
the antenna switch and the matching network, this work have great ad-
vantages.

V. CONCLUSION

A low power fully CMOS integrated RF transceiver chip for WSNs
in sub-gigahertz ISM-band applications is implemented and measured.
The IC is fabricated in 0.18-�m mixed-signal CMOS process and pack-
aged in LPCC package. The fully monolithic transceiver consists of a
receiver, a transmitter, and an RF synthesizer with on-chip VCO. The
overall receiver cascaded noise figure, sensitivity, and cascade IIP3 are
9.5 dB,�98 dBm, and�10 dBm, respectively. The overall transmitter
achieves less than 6.3% error vector magnitude (EVM) for 40-kb/s
mode. The chip uses 1.8-V power supply and the current consump-
tion is 25 mW for reception mode ad 29 mW for transmission mode.
This chip fully supports the IEEE 802.15.4 WPAN standard in sub-gi-
gahertz mode.
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Voltage-Mode Driver Preemphasis Technique
For On-Chip Global Buses
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Abstract—This paper demonstrates that driver preemphasis technique
can be used for on-chip global buses to increase signal channel bandwidth.
Compared to conventional repeater insertion techniques, driver preem-
phasis saves repeater layout complexity and reduces power consumption
by 12%-39% for data activity factors above 0.1. A driver circuit archi-
tecture using voltage-mode preemphasis technique was tested in 0.18- m
CMOS technology for 10-mm long interconnects at 2 Gb/s.

Index Terms—Global buses, low-power, on-chip, preemphasis, repeater
insertion.

I. INTRODUCTION

In high performance VLSI system designs, repeater insertion can be
required for up to 80% of on-chip global interconnects [1]. As tech-
nologies continue to scale and operating frequencies continue to in-
crease, the number of repeaters required increases exponentially to im-
prove the signal bandwidth of interconnect channel and meet the delay
goal of cross-chip communication [2]. Even with a suboptimal delay
approach, repeaters still consume a significant amount of power and
area and cause layout complexities [3]. Besides, delay latency from re-
peaters themselves undermines total signal delay improvement.

A hybrid current/voltage mode (CM/VM) on-chip signaling scheme
with adaptive bandwidth capability was reported to minimize the
number of repeaters [4], but it required pipeline latency to accom-
modate its computational data paths, and its power saving was not
significant for low data activity interconnects. A similar current
sensing technique was used in [5] for differential interconnects,
but it consumed even more power than [4] did and its power dis-
sipation performance was worse than that of the traditionalTYhis
VM single-ended interconnects for data activity factors below 0.5.
Therefore, these CM signaling schemes enhanced the interconnect
bandwidth, but the static current path of CM signaling caused more
total power dissipation at low data activity [6]. A VM low-swing
differential interconnect architecture with distributed line equalization
was reported in [7], but it increased the load of clock wires and had
the same layout complexity problem as repeaters did.

Equalization techniques have been widely used for applications in
chip-to-chip communication [8]. They compensate the frequency-de-
pendent attenuation in lossy transmission lines to achieve higher data
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Fig. 1. Frequency responses of a distributed RC interconnect channel, preem-
phasis equalizer, and their combination.

rates. In this paper, a VM driver preemphasis technique is used to
“deemphasize” the low frequency signal components on interconnects.
It reduces inter-symbol interference (ISI) and signal swing. As a result,
both the bandwidth and the power consumption of the interconnects are
improved.

II. THEORY VERIFICATION

ISI can be explained as a symbol on a channel corrupted by another
symbol traveling on the same channel at an earlier time. For both a lossy
transmission line channel and an RC interconnect channel, ISI happens
when the energy stored from an earlier symbol sums with an unrelated
symbol. From a frequency perspective, it happens when the attenuated
high-frequency signal components in the channel are overwhelmed by
the unattenuated low-frequency components. Hence, ISI can be coun-
tered by either emphasizing the high-frequency components or attenu-
ating the low-frequency components, i.e., equalizing the channels.

A 1-cm long RC interconnect channel is modeled as a distributed RC
line in Fig. 1 with designated parameters of resistanceR0 = 240
=cm
and parasitic capacitance C0 =2.5 pF/cm. Matlab simulation with RC
delay formula [9] indicates it is a low-pass channel with �3 dB fre-
quency at 0.5 GHz. The transfer function of the one-tap discrete feed-
forward equalization (FFE) model in Fig. 1 is H(z) = 1 � �Z�1.
� is the equalization coefficient and determines the amount of atten-
uation. The frequency response of this equalizer shows low-frequency
attenuation and high-frequency compensation at 1 GHz. By combining
this equalizer with the RC channel, the system�3 dB frequency is im-
proved from 0.5 to 1 GHz and the combined channel can be used for
transferring 2 Gb/s nonreturn zero (NRZ) data.

To further verify the bandwidth improvement of this equalization
technique, a channel with an equalized driver (driver preemphasis), and
a channel with repeater insertion are compared in time domain in Fig. 2.
(k-1) uniformly spaced buffers are inserted along the line as repeater
insertion.

In Matlab simulation, delay t� is defined as the time from (t = 0)
to the time when the normalized voltage reaches threshold � at the re-

Fig. 2. Propagation latency comparison of driver preemphasis and repeater in-
sertion.

Fig. 3. Driver circuit with preemphasis.

ceiving end of the line. t0:5 is used for repeater insertion by assuming
transistors switch at � = 0:5 and (t0:5 � t0:2) is used for driver pre-
emphasis because equalized signals are attenuated and switch between
� = 0:2 and � = 0:8. For a wide range of interconnect lengths
and equally sized drivers and repeaters, the driver preemphasis tech-
nique results in lower delay latencies than repeater insertion. It achieves
411-ps interconnect delay at 10 mm, a 26% and 19% improvement
over lines with one repeater (k = 2) and four repeaters (k = 5),
respectively. Hence, driver preemphasis technique can be used instead
of repeater insertion technique to achieve 2-Gb/s data rate at the given
channel.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

A. Preemphasis Driver

The driver circuit with preemphasis is shown in Fig. 3. Unlike a
transmitter for chip-to-chip communication, an on-chip bus driver
cannot afford a complicated equalizer design with significant power
overhead. Our approach consists of a one-tap finite impulse response
(FIR) filter and a simple digital analog converter (DAC).

The FIR filter checks whether the current symbol is different from
the previous sent one and it determines whether the unattenuated driver
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Fig. 4. Conceptual timing diagram.

in DAC should be turned on. The DAC has one unattenuated driver and
one attenuated driver. The unattenuated driver, tri-state gate P1/N1, is
only turned on when there is a “0” to “1” or “1” to “0” transition and
provides full signal swing at Dout. To drive a 1-cm-long interconnect
with R0 = 240 
=cm and C0 = 2.5 pF/cm at 2 Gb/s and produce a
swing from Vpre to Gpre at the receiver input, Rin, P1/N1 is sized to
30x of the minimum transistor width (Wmin). The attenuated driver,
P2/N2, is a normal output driver gate, but its output swing is from Vpre
to Gpre. P2/N2 only needs to keep this voltage level and they are sized
to 3xWmin.
Vpre andGpre can be provided by either a serial-resistor structure or

diode-connected transistors. If the static power consumed on the serial
resistors is shared by a 16-bit bus, it is only 0.01 pJ/bit at 2 Gb/s-data
rate and is ignorable. Diode-connected transistors do not require any
extra static power consumption, but they give up noise margin due to
Vth variation. The dc points at both the driver output and the receiver
input are dependent on Vth. If Vth variation between the driver and
receiver tracks each other, the dc points also track and cause no noise
margin penalty, but slow N and fast P at one side and fast N and slow
P at the other side will degrade noise margin.

Long channel transistors are used in the delay cell to detect a “0”
to “1” or “1” to “0” transition. At slow process corners, the delay is
larger and the signal pulses at nodes DP and DN are wider. It ends
up with more preemphasis on driver output signal to compensate the
process variation. While at fast corners, the output signal needs less
preemphasis and the DP =DN pulses are narrower. The extra power
overhead of the preemphasis driver is mainly from the delay cell in the
FIR filter. It is less than 0.2 pJ/bit and is likely to further scale with
technology.

Fig. 4 shows the conceptual timing diagram. Every previous sent
bit determines the preemphasis. Data sequence does not need to be
pipelined or delayed as in [4] before appearing at the bus input. There-
fore, it does not introduce any extra clock period of latency into the
timing. The overdrive shown in the Fig. 4 is the by-product of preem-
phasis. It increases signaling speed by providing a larger signal than
required at the receiver input [7]. Fig. 5 shows the simulated wave-
forms of the driver output and receiver input. An equalized low-swing
signal is achieved at the receiver end.

Fig. 5. Driver output and receiver input waveforms of preemphasis bus.

Fig. 6. Die photograph.

B. Demonstration

To match the designated parameters in the theoretical verification,
R0 = 240 
=cm and C0 = 2.5 pF/cm, meandered metal-4 lines in
TSMC 0.18-�m CMOS technology with a length of 10 mm and width
of 4.5 �m are used.1

The wires are shielded by metal-4 ground lines with 1-�m
spacing and have inductance L0 = 3 to 5 nH/cm. The greatness
of the inductive effects is calculated based on the damping factor
� = R0l=2 C0=L0 = 2:7 > 1. It indicates the effect of the
inductance on the circuit is small [15] unless even wider lines as used
in [16] are considered. Design rules in [14] show the same result and
the final silicon measurement does not observe inductive behavior.

Fig. 6 shows the test chip demonstrating a single channel 2-Gb/s
preemphasis bus. Repeater bus and simple no-repeater bus with the
same routing area are also included in the test chip as benchmarks.

1[Online]. Available: http://www.oea.com/document/metal.pdf
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Fig. 7. Measurement results at the receiver input with a data pattern input and a 127-bit PRBS input (2 Gb/s).

Fig. 8. Power dissipation measurement at different frequencies with PRBS
input, data activity factor= 0 5 (the simple interconnect does not work above
1 Gb/s).

Data pattern profiles with different signal activity factors and a 127-bit
pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) input are probed in from an
Agilent 81134A source. The measurement results at the receiver input
are shown in Fig. 7, simple bus with no repeater (left), repeater bus
(middle), and preemphasis bus (right).

A data pattern is used for the waveform measurement to show ISI
and the PRBS input is used for eye diagram measurement. At 2 Gb/s,
the simple bus has severe ISI, resulting in eye closure. The repeater bus
alleviates ISI by boosting the whole signal, while the preemphasis bus
does this by attenuating the low-frequency signal components. Both
approaches increase bandwidth, but driver preemphasis saves power.
An interconnect delay latency of 420 pS is measured and matches the
411 pS Matlab simulation results.

Fig. 8 shows the power dissipation measurement for PRBS data (ac-
tivity factor = 0:5) at different frequencies. The simple bus does not
work above 1 Gb/s. The preemphasis bus decreases power consump-
tion by up to 40% when compared to using repeaters. Fig. 9 shows the

Fig. 9. Measured power dissipation at different data activity factors with 2-Gb/s
data pattern input.

power dissipation measurement for 2-Gb/s data patterns with different
data activity factors. For activity factors above 0.1, the use of driver
preemphasis reduces power by 12% to 39%.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Bus Structures

In an on-chip signaling design, delay latency, data throughput,
power, area, and noise are all important performance metrics. This
section gives a further comparison between driver preemphasis and
repeater insertion techniques based on the simulation results when the
design metrics of power, area, and noise are included.
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Fig. 10. 16-bit repeater and preemphasis bus structures, meanders and dummy
underlying metal layers not shown.

A repeater bus structure with 0.9-�m pitch is shown in Fig. 10(a).
It has shielding lines for every 4-bit signal lines to provide current re-
turn paths. Same wire width and spacing are assumed. The distributed
RC model of 10-mm long and 0.45-�m wide metal-4 lines can be ex-
tracted as R0 = 1:73 k
=cm, area and fringe capacitances to bottom
layers,Cbottom = 0.388 pF/cm, and the coupling capacitance between
two neighboring lines, Ccoup = 0.774 pF/cm.1 C0 = Cbottom +
CCMxCcoup = 3.48 pF/cm is the total parasitic capacitance. CCM is
the coupling capacitance multiplier factor. It can be 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 de-
pending on the transition direction of the two neighboring lines.

The worst CCM is 4 while both neighbors switch to the opposite
direction. To look for the most power-optimal repeater insertion at a
designated timing target, Lagrange’s method, as used in [10] and [11],
is performed. At 1nS wire delay, the optimal segment number n = 5
and the optimal repeater size W = 36�Wmin are found.

Driver preemphasis results in low-swing signal. Unlike the
low-swing schemes in [12], which generally sacrifice noise margin
and bandwidth for power dissipation, our preemphasis technique
improves bandwidth while trading off noise margin due to reduction in
voltage swing. To quantify the worst case area penalty for preemphasis
bus to achieve the same or better noise performance as full-swing
bus, each signal line in Fig. 10(b) is fully shielded by ground lines
with four distributed connections to top power metals. Therefore,
preemphasis bus could take about 57.1% worst case area penalty
comparing to repeater insertion bus in Fig. 10(a). The preemphasis
bus has the same R0 = 1:73 k
=cm, Cbottom = 0.388 pF/cm, and
Ccoup = 0.774 pF/cm, but with the worst CCM = 2 for fully shielded
bus, C0 = 1.94 pF/cm. A fully shielded bus structure is also proposed
in Fig. 10(c) to compare the drive preemphasis technique with the
repeater insertion technique at the same bus routing area. It has the
same RC parameters as the preemphasis bus. The optimal repeater
insertion segment number and the optimal repeater size are found at
n = 3 and W = 34�Wmin.

B. Performance Comparison

The performance of the three bus structures is compared in Table I
based on HSPICE simulation. For structures (a) and (b), the preem-
phasis bus has a 57.1% area penalty, but it could save power consump-
tion as much as 34.1% at a data activity factor of 0.15 [13] and removes
all of the layout blockage and active area of repeaters. The repeater
bus has 26%–49% of the worst case (� + �) and best case (+ + +)

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

data-dependant delay variation comparing to the delay on a signal line
with two quiet neighbors (0 + 0). The preemphasis bus has negligible
data-dependent delay and its intra-bus crosstalk noise is only one-tenth
of the repeater bus crosstalk noise. The crosstalk numbers were ob-
tained when one signal line is quiet and all the other lines switch in the
same direction at the same time.

For structures (b) and (c) with the same bus routing area, similar
performance on delay variation and crosstalk is observed, but the pre-
emphasis bus still saves 9.5% power at a activity factor of 0.15. The
power saving decreases as the data rate decrease from 2 to 1 Gb/s.

Crosstalk on the preemphasis bus from full-swing signals is analyzed
as a 16-bit full-swing bus crossing orthogonally beneath the preem-
phasis bus and switching in the same direction at the same time. This
intra-layer noise is ignorable because the coupling capacitance is only
1 fF between the two layers.

C. Technology Scaling

As long as there is still signal noise margin to be traded off for power
and bandwidth as Vdd and Vth scales, the voltage-mode driver preem-
phasis circuit scales. Multiple-Vdd and multiple-Vth algorithms have
been investigated extensively to reduce power without drastically de-
grading circuit performance or increasing leakage current. This design
trend can be naturally adapted to driver preemphasis technique, which
requires an emphasis supply voltage for high-frequency signal compo-
nents or an attenuation supply voltage for low-frequency components.

V. CONCLUSION

A driver preemphasis architecture for on-chip global buses was used
to minimize the number of repeaters required to meet the goal of signal
latency and throughput. For 10-mm Metal-4 interconnects at 2 Gb/s in
TSMC 0.18-�m technology, it has no extra clock latency and obtains
12% to 39% power saving.
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Abstract—Traditional approaches of automatic gain control (AGC)
involve estimating the average power or the peak amplitude over an
extended time period, which results in high hardware complexity and a
long processing time. Moreover, the accuracy of traditional approaches is
seriously degraded by noise and intersymbol interference. In this paper, we
propose a joint AGC and equalization (Joint AGC-EQ) scheme, in which the
AGC circuitry comprises only one-tenth of the area of a traditional AGC.
In addition, the total convergence time of the proposed Joint AGC-EQ
is only half that of traditional blind equalization. The scheme is already
silicon proven for the application of a Fast Ethernet transceiver using
Faraday/UMC 0.18- m cell libraries.

Index Terms—Automatic gain control (AGC), blind equalization, equal-
izer.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of a traditional equalizer and AGC.

I. INTRODUCTION

Automatic gain control (AGC) and equalizer circuitry are the key
building blocks of modern communication and data storage systems.
The generalized AGC and widely used decision feedback equalizer
(DFE) are shown in Fig. 1. The AGC circuitry can increase the power
of the input signal as well as avoid saturation of the analog-to-digital
converter (ADC). In contrast to pure analog gain control, modern AGC
circuits [1]–[4] are separated into two parts: 1) the variable-gain ampli-
fier (VGA) in the analog front end and 2) the digital control unit (DCU)
in the digital circuitry. Traditional DCUs collect data over an extended
period, estimate the average power or the peak amplitude, and adjust
the gain of the VGA, which results in high hardware complexity and a
long processing time.

On the other hand, the equalizer in Fig. 1 comprises the feedforward
equalizer (FFE), the feedback equalizer (FBE), and the slicer. The FFE
and FBE can eliminate the pre- and postcursor intersymbol interfer-
ence (ISI), respectively. The slicer is the decision device. In addition,
for blind equalization [5]–[8], the equalizer requires an extra period
to normalize the initial weights before the normal equalization proce-
dure, in case of ill-convergence [5] of the tap weights. This extra period
will extend the total convergence time and increases the hardware com-
plexity. Unfortunately, the convergence periods take a very long time
when no procedure parallelism is exploited, which is not desirable in
modern low-cost high-speed receiver IC designs.

To overcome the previous disadvantages, we propose a joint AGC
and equalization (Joint AGC-EQ) algorithm in this paper. The key idea
of our scheme is to use the equalizer as the power meter of the AGC
and connect both components together to implement the convergence
procedure and hardware circuits. Therefore, the Joint AGC-EQ scheme
is not only a low-cost AGC scheme, but is also a blind equalization
scheme. By doing so, we can skip the procedure of the equalizer weight
normalization. That is, the proposed Joint AGC-EQ scheme provides
the following advantages.

1) Cost efficiency: The digital gate count of the AGC circuitry is
less than one-tenth that of the traditional approach, and there is no
extra loading in the equalizer.

2) Fast convergence: The blind equalization and AGC evaluation
periods can be overlapped, so that the overall Joint AGC-EQ con-
vergence period being only half that of the traditional approach.

The Joint AGC-EQ algorithm has been implemented in silicon and
embedded in commercial intellectual property for the application of
a fast ethernet transceiver based on Faraday/UMC 0.18-�m process
libraries. The intellectual property also passes the University of New
Hampshire InterOperability Laboratory worst case cable testing and
the stringent killer pattern testing. The rest of this paper is organized
as follows. In Section II, we review the problems of conventional AGC.
In Section III, we derive the proposed Joint AGC-EQ algorithm. A con-
vergence analysis is explained in Section IV. The hardware implemen-
tation and experimental results are presented in Section V. Finally, we
conclude our work in Section VI.
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